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Introduction

This is the sixth quarterly report of DOE Contract No. DE-AC22-87PC79864,
entitled "Modeling of integrated Environmental Control Systems for Coal-Fired Power
Plants." This report summarizes accomplishments during the period Janua,-y 1, 1989 to
March 31, 1989.

Accomplishments

Efforts this past quarter focused primarily on the preparation of a computer User's
Guide for the Integrated Environmental Control Model (IECM). Drafts of the first two
chapters are now complete. These chapters constitute the bulk of this quarterly report.
Drafts of the remaining chapters are in preparation, and will appear in a future report
this year.

_We also have been working closely with DOE/PETC to define the computer
configuration to be transferred to PETC as a contract deliverable. That process is now
complete and the equipment is on order. Delivery of the IECM to PETC is expected
during the next calender quarter.

Finally, we are continuing our efforts to develop and refine a number of clean coal
technology process models. These efforts will be summarized and reported at a future
date.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Model Overview
For the past several years, the U.S. Depa_ment of Energy (DOl::) has been supporting the

development of the Integrated Environmental Control Model (IECM) for analyzing integrated
environmentalcontrol system designs for new coal-fired power plants, lt emphasizes the role of
advanced technologiesfor pre-combustion,combustion, and post-cc_mbustioncontrol of air pollutant
emissions,and the systematiccomparison of conventionaland advanced integrated system designs
based on site-specificplantcharacteristics, lt also facilitatesthe explicitcharacterizationand analysisof
technicaland economicuncertaintiesinmodelparametersand results.

The IF:CM currently simulates the performance of 16 pre-combustion, combustion, and post-

combustionprocesses(Figure 1-1), and allows integratedsystemsto be configuredby combining any
desiredcombinationsof these options. Each of the boxes in Figure 1-1 representsa modulein the IF:CM

model. The technologiesabovethe dashed line representconventionaldesigns,whilethe technologies
below the dashed line represent advanced designs. The conventional technologies include various levels

of coal preparation for pre-combustion, low NOx burners for combustion modifications, and a variety of

post-combustion control measures for the control of particulates, sulfur dioxide, and NOx. Advanced
physical coal cleaning processes include high gradient magnetic separation (HGMS), coal-pyrite flotation
and various heavy media separation processes. Other advanced processes that have been modeled to

date are furnace sorbent injection, electron beam, NOXSO, and the copper oxide process.

A unique feature of this model is that it was written in the Demos language recently developed by
Henrion and his co-workers [1] to facilitate the testing of alternative models and the analysis of
uncertainty. Demos is run on computers using the Unix operating system. A more recent version is

designed to operate on the Apple Macintosh computer line. Unlike conventional programming languages
such as Fortran, Demos employs a nonprocedural format which allows model relationships to be specified
or altered quite easily. Thus, modules for individual components can be developed and easily linked to
test alternative system configurations. In addition to producing point estimates (deterministic values) of
system performance and costs for a particular set of assumptions, the model also can produce
probabilistic results based on an explicit characterization of the uncertainty in model parameters.

Figure 1-2 showssome of the ways inwhich this uncertaintymay be quantified. The curves shown are
Probability Distribution Functions (PDF). Which show the probability of a parameter having a specified
value. A normal (Gaussian) distribution reflects a symmetric (but varying) probability of a parameter value
being above or below the mean value (Figure 1-2a). A characteristic of this distribution is the standard

deviation, _. The properties of a Gaussian distribution are such that there is an 68% probability that a
value lies within one standard deviation of the mean, and a 95% probability that a value lies within 2G of
the mean. In contrast, for a uniform distribution (Figure 1-2b) there is an equal likelihood of a value lying

anywhere withina specified range. A Iognormal distribution, on the other hand, is skewed (Figure 1-2c).
This distribution is used when the lower bound is more certain than the upper bond. A user-specified
distribution also may be employed by assigning probabilities to various fractiles across a range or to
discreet point (Figure 1-2d).

Given a specified set of uncertainties in model parameters, a form of Monte Carlo simulation using
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Figure 1-1: Selectedairpollutioncontroloptionsfor pulverizedcoal-fired boilers
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Latin Hypercube sampling is used to obtain a probabilistic description of output results by randomly

samPling from the specified distributions. Thus, a range of output results is achieved which describes
statistically the possible effects of simultaneous variations in many parameters. A cumulative frequency
distribution then can be generated which characterizes the probability of some result (e.g., cost)
exceeding a specified value, or lying within some specified range. Such results are much more
comprehensive than the deterministic results of most modeling studies. As a way o! characterizing
uncertainty, it also offers an advantage over sensitivity analysis, which typically treats variations in only
one or two parameters at a time, or establL_hesbounds on some result with no information as to its
likelihood.

1.2 Computer Hardware Options
Demos is capable of running on any VAX or Sun 3 computer running the Unix operating syctem

Demos also runs on any Macintoshcomputerrunningsystem6.0, whichwill be describedin more detail
below. At Carnegie Mellon University,Demos L_currentlybeing used on VAXstation II and Sun 3/52
workstations.These workstationshave large,highresolutiongraphicmonitors, 70 Megabytediskdrives,
and the Andrewwindowmanagingprogram. A window managerallows the screen to be dividedinto

ditferent sections, which act as individual graphic screens. The Andrew window manager is an IBM
software package, which is being developed and tested at CMU. A workstation configuration allows
Demos to produce high resolution graphics on the screen and allows multiple programs to be run
simultaneously. With a 70 Megabyte disk drive, only about 10 to 15 Megabytes of space is left once ali
the software is on the disk. So an additional 70 Megabyte disk or one 140 Megabyte disk is
recommended.

Demos can also be run from a regular terminal that is connected to any of the above computers;
however, only alphanumeric graphs are shown on the terminal. If an IBM PC with a graphics card and
color monitor is available, then color graphs can be displayed on its screen.

There are a number of ways to print the graphs produced by Demos. Demos has some built in
commands which create files which can be printed on any Postscript printer, such as the Apple
Laserwriter. The Andrew window manager can take a snapshot of the screen, which can be printed out to

any Postscript or IBM 3812/3820 printers. If an IBM PC is used then, the print screen key can be used to
print out the graphs to any dot matrix printer connected to the IBM PC.

For the Macintosh, only two floppy drives and one megabyte of RAM memory is required to run Demos

for simple models; however, eight megabytes of memory and an 80 megabyte disk drive are
recommended. Demos can take advantage of the color monitors connected to a Macintosh so an IBM
PC is not needed for color graphs. Also, it can print out directly to any Apple printer or with the proper
software or hardware Demos can printto most printers. Two major differences between the Unix version
of Demos and the Macintosh version, are that most of the Demos commands and functions are

accessible in pull-down menus. Demos will put up a little window whenever it needs information in the
Macintosh version.
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1.3 Scope and Organization of this Manual ....
Thismanual is intendedto allowanyonewith a basic understandingof Unixor the Macintoshoperation

systemto use the IECM. Chapter2 providesa tutorialfor beginnersand a basicdescriptionof the IECM

structure. Furtherdetailsabout the Demoslanguagecan be foundin Reference[1]. lt is assumedhere
that the IECM user has reviewedthe Demos User's Manual and has at least some familiarity withthe

structureof Demosvariablesandcommands. Peoplewhohave a goodunderstandingof Demoscan skip
the Tutorialchapter. Chapter3 providesa detaileddescriptionof the IECM submodules,includinginputs,
outputs,and various intermediateparameters. Analyticaldocumentation_orthe IECM can be found in

Rubinet. al. [2]. The latestanalyticaldocumentationfor the C_pper Oxide processcan be found in Frey
[3]. Chapter 4 containsdocumentationon the conventional coal cleaning and HGMS preprocessors.
Chapter5 discussesfutureadditionsand refinementsto the model.
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2. Tutorial ....
This chapter is a tutorial on how to use the IECM. lt shows how to use the Demos language for a

typical analysis, and discussesmany commonerrors that may be encountered. This tutorialprovides
hintson how to use the Andrew windowmanagerand Macintoshoperatingsystems,but it assumesthat
the user already is familiarwiththe operatingsystemsand knows howto use a mouse. Where specific
differences occur between operating systems, they will be distinguished. The following will be
demonstratedinthis tutorial:

• Loadinga specificconfigurationintothe IECM
i

• Analyzingthe hierarchyof the IECM structure

• Specifyinginputparameters and variables

• Specifyingvectors andtables

• BasicDemoscommands

• Probabilisticanalysisand graphing

• Changingcoals and coal cleaning

• Redefining variables

• E×ifingand saving the model

A typical configuration of the IECM contains about 1000 objects. Objects can be commands, functions,

models, or variables. Commands can be divided into four groups: inspection, file, graphical, and
miscellaneous. Inspection commands are used to display and analyze other objects. File commands are
used to create and manipulate files. Graphing commands are used to create and modify graphs.
Miscellaneous commands including quitting, help, etc. The names of objects are limited to iwelve
characters.

Variables A generic model parameter, which may be represented in term as of other objects via
algebraic relationships. For example, HRcycle = HRsteam / Boiler_eft.

Models Objects which group other objects for organization and structure. For example the
model Wetscresp contains the models Allinputs, Plant, Esp, Wetfgd, Solwaste, Scr,
Economics, lecmfunctions.

Functions Objects which are similiar to functions in other languages, that is they are algorithms
which can have parameters pass into them and return a value. There are two
classes of functions, system functions and user-d6finec, functions. For example,
Quadeqn(A,B,C) = (-b - sqrt(b^2 - 4 * a * c)) / (2 * a), returns a root of a quadratic
equation with the coefficients A, B, C.

The value of function and variables can be scalars, character strings, arrays, or probabilistic. Any of

these values can be entered as an input parameter or calculated by Demos. In addition, it is very easy to
convert between scalars, arrays, and probabilistic values. A brief oescription is given below:

Scalar A _.,alar is a single number. For example, Mwg = 500.

Character string A character string is a list ofcharacters: For example, Disposal = 'landfill'. The single
quotes are used to enter character strings.

Arrays An'ays can be single or multi dimensional and consist either of scalars or character
strings. Most functions and commands in Demos operate on numeric arrays as
easily as on scalars. This allows changing the value of a variable to an array, without
changing the definitions of any variable that depend upon it, which is very useful for
parametric analysis. Single dimensional arrays are called vectors, while mufti
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dimensional arrays are called tables. An example of a vector of character strings is
gasoomp = ['N2','O2','H20','CO2','CO','SO2','SO3','NO','NO2']. The square brackets
are used to define arrays. An example of a table which contains the coal
characteristics is CoalChar._table = table(Coalindex,CoalChar_index) (13140..7341
.0427.0331.0170.0128.1552.0050).

Probabilistic A probabilistic value is an array of scalars generate by either Latin Hypercube or
Monte Carlo sampling. The size of the array is controlled by the system variable,
samplesize. Probabilistic values are generated when one or more probability density
functions (normal, Iognormal, uniform, fractile, and chance) are used in the definitions
of variables. Demos has a number of commands for analyzing and graphing
probabilistic values. Some of these commands are described in section 2.6.

Variables are the basic building blocks of any model and do not have any restrictions on their type of
value. In other words variables can be scalars, character strings, arrays, or probabilistic. However many
times it is useful to constrain the value of input parameter. Demos h,_sfive special classes of variable
which have restrictions on their value. Of these five, the IECM uses the following three'

Constant A variable that has a scalar value, such as the universal gas constant, gasR = 1545
ft-lbf/Ibmole R.

Decision A variable that is used to make a choice, such as Furnacetype = 'wall'. The only
restriction on these variables is that they can not be probabilistic.

Index A variable which must be a single dimensional array. For example, the variable with
the labels for the coal composition table, Cc,.,,char_index =

I I ! t I ii I ,

[ HHV, Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen, Sulfur','Nitrogen','Ash','Moisture'].

The following conventions will be used in this example. Anything that has to be typed by the user will
appear in bold. A "Return" key has to be pressed to enter a command; however, it will not be explicitly
shown in the example for clarity. Many times Demos will prompt the user with questions, which have a
default answer in brackets. The user can either enter an answer or type a "return" for the default. For the
Unix version, it is important to enter the proper case for the letters in a file name since Unix is case
sensitive. Useful hints will appear in italics on the right side. Finally, this example does not show ali the

commands, shortcuts, or hints possible, but it is enough to start using the IECM productively. For more
detail see the Demos User's Manual [1].

2.1 Loading the IECM Model

If you are on a Macintoshskip to the next paragraph. The startingpoint for the Unixversionfor this

example is that the user, John Salmento, is logged on to a Sun 3 workstation,with a large graphic
monitor, and has started the Andrew window manager. The screen should look similarto Figure2-1.
Everything that occurs in the tutorialwill appear in the long blank window on the left. Whenever a
command causes a new windowto appear, a figure of the entire screen willbe shown. To startDemos,
type Demos at the prompt.

j s 0 4>Demos
Initializing. ••

Welcome to Demos (version IV -- Andrew/Unix, 2-Mar-87)

unless you need the current changes• Current modification date
is April 21, 19"87.

Copyright (C) 1983 C-MU.



Figure 2-1" Pacture of the Screen belore Starting Demos



Do you want to start a New Hodel? [Yes] :

Name of Project? [Test] : Example

Declaring Model Example
Description : Example on how to use the IECM '
Author : John Salmento

We now have the revised DEMOS manual for DEMOS version IV.
Please send mail to nina@andrew for a copy. The manual desczlibes

the many changes to DEMOS, new additions, and graphic enhancements.

Latest news on 9-March-87. Type "News" to re_d it.
Type "Help" if needed.

Example>

The startingpointforthe Macintoshversion(orthis example is that the Macintoshis!turned on, andthe

useh'has openedup the Demosfolderon the Applicationsvolume. The screen lookslike Figure2-2. To

start Demos, doubleclick on the icon (picture)which is labeled Demos. Demos wil!lcreate a window

when it is started,as shown inFigure 2-3. The biggestdifferencebetween the Macinto_shversionandthe
Andrewversionsis that the Macintoshversionwilldisplay a littlewindowwhenever O_rnosneedssome
information. Forexample, in Figure 2-3, Demos is asking if youwant to start a new!model. Move the

mousepointer tothe "yes"buttonandclickthe butt,,non the mouseonce. Then Demo_wil'!openanother
windowrequestingthe name of the project. Just type in Example. Figure 2-4 shows i;.e resultafte_°

typing in Example. Demoswillnowdisplaytwo morewindowssequentiailyrequestin;la description_nd
authorfor the project. Just type inthe informationthat appears abovefor thesotwo witi_"Jows.Figure2-5
shows the screen when Demos is ready to read in a new model. !

I

The first step is to specify the power plant configuration to be analyzed. While the fo,_s of the IECM is

on air pollution control systems, the performance and cost for a complete power plant are estimated since
the effects of coal cleaning (if used) can only be prop,-rly accounted for by ,boking _lt its net effect on

power production costs. Thus, the elements of the IECM power plant design which mum be specified are:
•Base power plant i

• Particulatecontrol system

• SO2 control system

• NOx system

•Solid wastedisposa_system

In addition, various economic and financial parameters must be specified, as well as coal properties,
l

plant design and engineering parameters, and environmental regulatory constraints.

The structure of the IECM uses a series of files to organize information aboull individual plant
components and other necessarydata. To configure and analyze a plant, the appropdat_ seriesof files is

read and loaded intothe model(details on each of these files appears later). These files containvarious

modelsarrangedin a h_rarchy,whichallowsa userto easy examine and findvariables.

The IECM also has several files which make tt easy to load standardplant configurations_nvolving
differentcombinationsof control technology. These files simply contain a series of Demos commands
callingthe variousplantcomponents. For example, the contentsof "loadwet.mod"is shownbelow.
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Figure2-2" PictureofMacinloshScrccnbeforeSlarlln ODemos
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Figure 2-4: Pictureoi MacintoshScreen When Demos Needs the Name o! the Project
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Model wetscresp Gives a name to the top model in the hierarchy. _ -
Description: Configuration with an ESP, wet FGD, and Scr.
ve rb : 2 Prevents extremely verbose variable checking.
read s rccom/plant, mod "srccom/" is one directory wi;h some of the IECM source code.
read srccom/esp .mod On the Macintosh the "srccom/" would be a "files:srccom:"
read srccom/wet fgd .mod
read srccom/solwaste .mod

read srcpetc/plant .petc
read srcpetc/scr .petc "srcpetc/"isanotherdirectorywithadditionalsourcecode.
read s rcpetc / esp. petc On the Macintosh the "srccorn_ would be a "files:srcpetc:"
read srcpetc/wet fgd. pett
read srcpetc/solwaste, petc
read s rcpetc/economics, petc
Close wetscresp

heaps i ze : 10M Sets the amount of memory that Demos can use; not applicable on
Samp Ie size :45 theMacintosh
tabwidth :20 Width of columns in tables, can have a value between 1 and20.
numberwidth :5

A list of the files specifying common plant configurationsis givenbelow, while a complete descriptionis
provided in Chapter 3.

• Ioadwet.mod

• Ioaddry.mod

• Ioadebeam.mod

• Ioadnoxso.mod

• toadcuo.mod

• ioadlimb.mod

For this example, an analysis of a coal-fired power plant with a wet FGD, a cold-side ESP, and a SCR
device will be demonstrated, so the file "loadwet.mod" (which specifies the elements for this configuration)

needs to be loaded. Each hash mark represent 10 lines of source code.

Example>read Ioadwet.mod On the Macintosh type read files:iec:loadwet.mod.

Reading from loadwet.mod

On the Macintosh, the characters "srccorn/" would be replace with
"files:srccom:".

Reading from srccom/plant.m_d
####_###############0#########0##4######################################
##########00############################################################
###00######

Reading from srccom/newenth.mod
##########

Reading from srccom/esp.mod
#########0##

Reading from srccom/wetfgd.mod
##0######################0#0#####0########

Reading from srccom/solwaste.mod
#0###0##

On the Macintosh, the characters "srcpetc/" would be replace with
"files:srcpetc:".

Re_ding from srcpetc/plant.petc
00####00#0########0####00##0##00#0######0#####0##0###0#########0########
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#######

Reading from srcpetc/scr.petc
###########_###############################

Reading from srcpetc/esp.petc
#########_##

Reading from srcpetc/wetfgd.petc
###########_#########

Reading from srcpetc/solwaste.petc
####################

Reading from srcpetc/economics0petc
###_###################################################
The definitions of all Variables and Functions are OK

Example>

2.2 Analyzing the IECM Hierarchy
At this point the basicconfigurationfor a wet FGD, with a cold ESP and SCR devicehas been loaded

into Demos, and the user is readyto begin the analysis. The upperfour levelsof the hierarchyfor this
configurationare shownin Figure 2-6. Ali of the modelsshown in Figure 2-6 containvariablesor other
models. As can be seen the top model is Example, which containsthe model Wetscresp. Wetscresp
containsa model for ali the devices in this configuration(Plant, Esp, Wetfgd, Solwaste, and Scf) and
three other models, Allinputs,lecmfunctions,and Economics. For now we are only interestedin the

Allinputsmodel,whichcontainsali the inputmodelsfor thisconfiguration.These inputmodelscontainthe
input variablesneededfor their respective models. A completelistof inputparameterscan be found in
the sourcecodeor inAppendixA.

Demos has two basic commandswhich are useful examiningthe hierarchyof models,Showand Isin.

The Show command displaysthe descriptionand content of any object. When used on a model it
displaysthe description,itscontents,the author,date created, and what otherobjects it needs. The Isin
commanddisplaysthe model which containsthe current object. For example, Allinputsis insideof the
model Wetscresp. Theexamplebelow demonstratesthe resultsof usingthe Showand Isincommands.

Example>Show example
Model Example
Description: Example on how to use the IECM
Contains: [Model Wetscresp]
Author : John Salmento

Date: Thu May ii ii:27:01
Savedate: Thu May ii 11:27:01
Needs : [Model Wetscresp] This attribute indicates that this mode/needs

some objects in mode/Wetscresp.

Example>Show wetscresp
Model Wetscresp
Description: Configuration with an ESP, wet FGD, and Scr.
Contains: [Model Allinputs, Model Plant, Model Iecmfunction, Model Esp,

Model Wetfgd, Model Solwaste, Model Scf, Model Economics]
Author: js04
Needs: [Model Allinputs, Model Plant, Model Iecmfunction, Model Esp, Model

Wetfgd, Model Solwaste, Model Scr, Model Economics]
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Figure2.6" HierarchyfortheIECMConfiguredwitha WetFGD, ESP,andSCR. ....:-..--
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Example>Show allinp_s
Model Allinputs

Description: contains all the input models for all the submodels

Contains: [Model Basecontrols, Model Coalinputs, Model Basepltinput, Model
Espmodelinpu, Model Wetmodelinpu, Model Swdmodelinpu, Model Reagents, Model
Scrmodelinpu, Model Ecolzmodelinp]
Author: js04
Date: Tue Jan 21

Needs: [Model Basecontrols, Model Coalinputs, Model Basepltinput, Model
Espmodelinpu, Model Wetmodelinpu, Model Swdmodelinpu, Model Reagents, Model
Scrmodelinpu, Model Econmodelinp]

Example>isin allinputs
Wetscresp

Example>Show basepltinput
Model Basepltinput
Description: Default input values.
Contains: [Variable Mwg, Variable Hrsteam, Variable Cf, Variable

Exair_boiler, Variable Exair_airhea, Variable Temp_furn, Variable
Temp_econo, Variable Orgtemp fgap, Variable Xpulverizers, Variable
Xsteampumps, Variable Xfans, Variable Xtowers, Variable Xmisc, Variable
Unacc_loss, Index Pltinputlabe, Variable Plantinputs, Index Pltvalue,

Model Airemissions, Model Unc_plant, Model Plteconinput]
Author: js04

Needs: [Model Basecontrols, Model Airemissions, Model Unc_plant, Model
Plteconinput]

Example>

2.3 Displaying and Specifying Input, Control Parameters and Variables
To display any input parameter, variable, vector, or table, just type its name. If the variable does not

depend on any arrays, the value will be displayed; however, if it does depend on arrays then the array
dependency will be displayed. For these variables, the Mid command is used to display the value. Note
that each module, (i.e., wetfgd, scr, etc.) has its own input parameters, whose names can be found in the

source code, in Appendix A, or by using the Show command as displayed above. The default values of
some input parameters and variables are shown below. To set up a new run the user simply specifies
new values for any model parameter.

Example>fflwg
Mwg: Gross Electrical Output (MW) = 540

Example >exair_airheater
Exair_airhea: Leakage in Air Preheater (fraction) = 0.19

Example>exalr_airboik._r Response when a variable is incorrectly typed.
?
Undefined name

Examp ie >exai r_boiler
Exair boiler: Excess Air at Boiler (fraction) = 0.2

Example>hrsteam
Hrsteam : Steam Cycle Heat Rate (Btu/kWh) = 7800

Example>cf
Cf : Capacity factor (fractien) = 0.65
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Example>Show airemissions
' Model Airemissions

Description: model containing the input parameters for the ambient air, ~
emission constraints, and emission factors for furnace

Contains: [Variable Tai air, Variable Pai air, Variable Humdt, Variable
Noxef, Variable Fao, Variable So2ashret, Variable Fso, Variable Fracco,
Variable Cinrefuse, Variable Fracc, Variable Fracso2, Variable Fracno,
Variable Emisconsso2, Variable Emisconsnox, Variable Emisconsash, Index

Air emislabe, Variable Airemisinput, Index Aixvalue]
Author: js04
Needs: [Model Coal char]

Example>humdt
Humdt : Specific Humidity Ratio (fraction) = 0.018

Example>emJsconsso2
Emisconsso2 : Emission Constraint SO2 (Ib/MBtu) = 0.06

Example>coalchar_tab Input table with coal characteristics, which is in the model,
Coalinputs. Since Coalchar_tab depends upon the arrays,
Coalindex and Coalchar_ind, those arrays are displayed, when
its name is typed. To get its value type mid ¢oalchar_tab.

Coalchar tab: Input Coal Characteristics =
Table(Coalindex,Coalchar ind)

Example>mid coalchar_tab This :hows the ultimate analysis of the coal.
Coalchar ind HHV, Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen, Sulfur,

Nitrogen, Ash, Moisture
Coalindex

1 [ 13.1K, 0.734, 0.043, 0.033, 0.017,
0.013, 0.155, 5ml Demos uses suffixes to denote scientific

notation. For example, the suffix m
stands for 10-3.

Example >raw_coal_est

Raw_coal cst. raw coal cost (S/wet ton) = Table(Cost_yr)

Example>mid raw_coal cst

cost_yr 1988
[ 36.16]

Example>ctrans
Ctrans : Transportation Cost (S/wet ton) = Table(Cost__yr)

Example>mid ctrans
Cost_yr 1988

[ 2.156]

Changingthe value of inputparameters is easy. The example below shews how to change the gross
capacityto 600 MWg, the steamcycle heat rate to 8,000 Btu/kWh,and the capacityfactor to 75%. The
IECM uses the range checkingfeature builtinto Demos for ali inputparameters and some intermediate
variables. This allows the IECM to catch manytypographicalerrorsand other mistakes. The example
belowshows the resultof entering 6000 insteadof 600 for the variable, Mwg. Note that Demos doesnot

issue warning until either the value of the variable is requested or Demos evaluates a variable which

dependsupon Mwg.
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Example>mwg:6000 The fact that Demos did not complain about the value
entered does no'Imean that the value is okay. lt
just indicates that the syntax for the definition is okay.

This shows the type of warning Demos issues for range check
errors. For the question, below just hit a return. Notice that Demos,
prints out the variable and its attributes.

Example>mwD

Mwg : Gross electrical Output (MW)
? Warning :

Variable Mwg fai].s to satisfy Check : ((250<=Mwg) AND (Mwg<= I000))
Would you like to stop to try and fix the problem? [Yes]:
Variable Mwg

Title: Gross electrical output
Units : M;N

Description: gross electrical output of generator not including ~
auxiliary power requirements.

Definition: 6000

Check: 250 <= mwg and mwg <= i000

The line above is the source code that checks that mwg is between
250 and 1000 MW. Any variable can have a Check attribute.

Example>m_Yg:600

Example>hrsteam:8000

Example>Cf:0.75

Changing the equation for variables is a little more complicated, lt is demonstrated in Section 2.8;

however, it should onlybe done after a person has a good understanding of the IECM structure and
Demos.

There are several variables in the IECM which describe the technologies which are used for SO2, NOx,
TSP, and coalcleaning. These are S02config, Noxconfig, Tspconfig, and Ccconfig, and are in the model
Configuration. By typing their names, it is possible to see which technologies have been loaded into the
IECM. The value of these parameters should not be changed by the user, since they are used by the
other models to set options.

Examp le >so2config
So2config : SO2 Control Technology = wetfgd

Example>nOxconfig

Noxconfig : NOx Control Technology = scr

Example>tspconfig

Tspconfig : 'f_p Control Technology = esp

Example>CCconfig

Ccconfig : Coal Cleaning Technology = none

There are also several decision variables which use character strings. They are used to controlthe

type of firinginthe fum@ce,Fumacectl;the coolingsystem,Coolctl;the type of waste disposal,Disposal;
whether the flyash is mixed with the FGD sludge, Mixedctl;and to control the probabilitydistribution
functions,Ctl_global. These variablesare found inthe model,Basecontrols. The individualtechnologies

may also use their own decisionvariables to set technology specificoptions. For example, the model
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Wetfgd uses the variable, Bpsopt (ByPaSs OPTions), to control the bypass around the FGD. To
determine the valid options for these variables use the Show command. Also note that character strings
are case sensitive. A complete listing appears in Appendix A.

Example>furnacectl
Furnacectl : Furnace Firing Type = wall

Example>COOICtl
Coolctl : Cooling System Option = tower

Example>dlsposal

Disposal : Disposal Option Chosen = landfill

Example>Show disposal
Decision Disposal
Title: Disposal Option Chosen
Description: Waste Disposal control variable, valid values are 'ponding '~

or 'landfill'

Definition : 'landfill' Note that the single quotes are required.
check: if so2config = 'so2config or so2config = 'base' then ~

I (disposal = 'ponding' or disposal = 'landfill') else ~
(disposal = 'landfill')

Example>mlxedctl
Mixedctl : Flyash Mixing Control = yes

Example>ctl_.global

Ctl_global : Uncertainty Control Parameter = alloff

Example>bpsopt
Bpsopt : Bypass Option Chosen = no bypass

Furnacetype has three valid settings, 'wall', 'tangential', and 'cyclone'. Coolctl has three valid settings,
'tower', 'once through', and 'lake'. Disposal has two settings: 'landfill' and 'ponding'; however, it should be
set to 'landfill' unless So2Config equals 'base' or 'wetfgd.' In these cases, it can be set to either value.

Mixedctl can either equal 'yes' or 'no'. Ctl_global has three possible settings: 'alloff', 'allon', and 'on'.
'alloff' makes the analysis deterministics by setting ali the uncertainty variables equal to 1. 'allon' makes
the analysis probabilistic by setting ali the uncertainty variables equal to their probabilistic distributions.
'on' allows the user to control the uncertainty variables by module. This will be explained more in Section

3.2.3. Bpsopt controls has two possible values 'bypass' and 'no bypass'.

2.4 Specifying Vectors and Tables
One of Demos's unique feature,_are vectors and tables. This feature allows related data to be

organized as one variableand for tab:es to be create to displayresults. There are several key vectors
and tables in the IECM and ali of them are listed in Appendix A. The mos importantvectors are
describedbelow.

• Coalchar_tableis the inputtable whichcontainsthe ultimateanalysisdata forthe coal being used. lt is
created with two vectors, Coalindexand Coalchar_index. Coalchar__indexcan be visualizedto be the

labelsof the columns iq coalchar_table,while Coalindexare the labels for the rows. Coalchar_indexis a
vector of character strings, which corresponds to the ultimate analysis. Coalchar_index equals

['HHV','Carbon','Hydrogen','Oxygen','Sulfur','Nitrogen','Ash','Moisturel.The definitionof Coalchar._index
shouldnotbe changedsince manyvariablesdepend upon its currentdefinition. Coalindex is a sequence
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of numbersfrom 1 to the number of rows in Coalchar_table. If there is one row in Coalchar_table,then
Coalindexequals [1]. If there are two rows in Coalchar_table, then Coalindex equals [1 2]. When
Coalchar_tablehas more than one row, it indicatesthat the coal has been washedwiththe Fortrancoal

cleaningprogram. The first row is alwaysthe raw coal,while the other rowscontainthe characteristicsof
the coalwashedto variouslevels. The variable,Coals, is used to chose the set of data foranalysisfrom

Coalchar_table,byse_ing it equalto _herowthat youwant. CurrentlyCoals equals1.

Any coal can be specified by the user by entering the ultimate analysis data into Coalchar_table;
however,several coals are providedin files in the directoryiec. The coal files have the extension"coal."
Moredetailsaboutcoalchar_tableand howto use coalcleaning are in Section2.7 and Chapter4.

Example>Show coalindex
Index Coalindex

Description: Index for the table coalchar tab. Defined by Fortran coal ~
cleaning model if the conventional coal cleani_,g model is used.

Definition: [i]

Example>Show coalchar_index
Index Coalchar index

Description: Index of coal characteristics table
Definition: ['HHV','Carbon','Hydrogen','Oxygen','Sulfur','Nitrogen',~

'Ash','Moisture']

'Carbon' 'Hydrogen', ~check: coalchar index = array(coalchar index, ['HHV',
Oxygen;-' ,'Sulfur','Nitrogen','Ash','Moisture'])

Example>Show coalchartable _
Variable Coalchar table

Description: Table containing all the coal characteristics to be used
Definition: table(Coalindex, Coalchar Index) (
13140. .7341 .0427 .0331 .0].70 .0128 .1552 .0050

)

Fxample>COals
Coals : Coals chosen = 1

The vector, Cost.5'r, is used to set the year in which costs are reported, lt can vary between [1977]
and [1989]. Since economic algorithms were developed from sources which assumed different year
dollars, Cost_yr is used to scale costs for each module to a consistent mid-year using the Chemical
Engineering cost indices. Changing Cost_yr to another year causes ali of the economic costs to be

scaled accordingly. Cost_yr is not restricted to integer values. If Cost_yr equaled 1987.5, it would be
equivalent to December 1987 or January 1988 dollars, lt also should be noted that almost ali of the
economic variables depend on Cost_yr.

Example>cOst_yr

Cost__yr : Years Dollars Reported =
[ 19 8 8 ] Comment: 1988 is the current default year

for reporting costs.

Example>tdcscr
Tdcscr : Scf Total Direct Cost (M $) = Table(Cost_yr)

Example>told tdcscr

Cost_yr . 1988
. [ 12.63]

Example>cOst._yr: [1989] Changes Cost yr to 1989. The "[]"are important.
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Example>mid tdcscr
Cost_yr 1989

[ 13.28]

Each module has two or more summary tables. Tables which have the suffix, "inputs," after the

module name show the input assumptions for that module. Tab!cs which have the suffix, "char," show the

important performance characteristics that are calculated by the model. Those tables which have the

suffix, "econchar," show the economic variables which are calculated. A complete list of these tables can

be found in Appendix A. These tables are used for display purposes only and depend upon other

variables in the rrKx:iel. Partial listings of three tables for the plant module are shown below for illustration.

For these tables, the Mid command is needed to display them.

Example>mid plantinputs Partial list of input values for power plant module.
Pltvalue value

Plt input iabe
Gross Capacity, MW [ 600]
Steam HR, Btu/kWh [ 8000]

Capacity Factor, % [ 75]
Excess Air Boiler, % [ 20]

Inlet Air Leakage, % [ 19]
Economizer Temp, R [ 1160]
Air Heater Temp, R [ 760]

Pulverizer Elect, % [ 0.6]

Steam Pump Elect, % [ 0.65]
Fan Elect, % [ 3.15]

Cooling Elect, % [ 1.8]
Misc. Elect, % [ 1.3]

Misc Loss Boiler, % [ 0.5]

Example>mid plantchar Partial list of performance parameters for power plant module.
Plant_param Value
Plant index

Boiler Efficiency, % [ 90.08]
Cycle HR, Btu/kWh [ 8881]

Coal Usage, tons/hr [ 202.8]
Coal Credit, ton/hr [ 0]

Energy Credit, MW [ 0]
Adj Gross Cap, MW [ 555]
Net Capacity, MW [ 528.]
Net HR, Btu/kWh [ 10.1K]

Annual Oper Hours [ 6575]
Net Elec Gen, MWh/yr [ 3.47M]

The summary of plant economic characteristics shown below represents results of an analysis in which

many other model parameters not shown here also have been set. In particular, this analysis reports ali

costs in constant dollars from which effects of inflation are removed. (Had we used levelized costs in

nominal dollars many of the numbers would be much higher.)
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Example>mid planteconchar Partial list of economic,parameters for base power plant module,
excluding pollution control systems

Cost_yr = i[989
Bpecon_p aram Va lue

Bp_econ_ind
Total Direct Cost M$ [ 382.5]

Indirect Costs, % [ 50]
Tot Capital Cost, MS [ 573.8]

Total O&M Cost, MS [ 73.03]
Revenue w/o Util, MS [ 132.4]

Utility Cost, M$ [ -6.44]
Total Revenue, MS [ 125.9]

Total Rev, mills/kWh [ 36.27]
Capital Cost, S/kW [ 1087]

Final_cost is the main table _Jsedfor deterministic ar=alyses. Each row represents a different process.
If there are zeros in a row, this indicate_ that the module was not loaded. The columns represent the total
direct capital cost (TDC) in millions of dollars (MS), the total capital cost (TCC) in MS, the non-utility O&M
cost (O&M) in MS, the utility cost (LITIL) in MS, the total revenue requirement (TRR) in SM, the total

revenue requirement (ELECT) in mills/kWh, and finally the the total capital cost (TCC) in S/kWfor ali the
processes.

Example>tabwidth:7 Sets the character width of columns for tables, so that Final_cost
fits bn the screen neatly.

Example>mid final_cost This is the main summary table for the economics.
Cost_yr = 1989

Costs TDC, TCC, O&M, UTIL, TRR, $/MWH, S/kW
Process

Base P1 [ 382.5, 573.8, 73.03, -6.44, 125.9, 36.27, 1087]

LIMB [ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
SCR [ 13.28, 37.49, 7.356, 1.028, 12.26, 3.531, 71.]

Spray D [ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
Ebeam [ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
Cuo [ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

Noxso [ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
Cold ES [ 24.49, 34.69, 0.13, 0.491, 4.208, 1.212, 65.7]
Fabric [ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
Wet FGD [ 52.17, 95.91, 9.378, 4.918, 24.21, 6.974, 181.6]
Solid W [ 10.51, 17.21, 2.449, 0, 4.228, 1.218, 32.59]

Total [ 483., 759.1, 92.35, 0, 170.8, 49.21, 1438]

2.5 Typical Demos Commands
The examplesso far showedsome of the basic inputand outputoperationsof IECM. To fully utilize

the model, however, user experience with Demos commands is required. (In future model developments
we hope to implement a menu-based system that will minimize the need for Demos expertise; but for now
it's necessary.) Some of the most common Demos commands needed to get and display results are
described and demonstrated below. They are descdbed in more detail in the Demos Manual [1], along
with other useful commands the user should become familiar with.

Bye Used to exit Demos. This command will be demonstrated at the end of the tutorial.

Clock Gives currenttime, date, and memory usage. The maximumheapsizedepends on
the available memory, and can be set with the system variable heapsize. On
workstationswith a 16 Megabyteswap space,the maximumthat the heapsizeshould
be set to is 12 Megabytes. As the memoryusage approachesthis limit, Demos will
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pdnt out warnings. In the Macintoshversion,the heapsize vadable is set-a_tstartup
by Demos and it cannot be changedwhile runningDemos. Also, on the Macintosh
versionthe amountof memoryavailable is alsodisplayed.

Help Foron-lineHelp aboutDemos.

Mid Displaythe deterministicvalue of a variableregardlessof the verbositysetting. This
is useful fordisplayingtables, and has alreadybeen demonstrated.

Photo Recordseverythingdisplayedon the screen (exceptgraphs) to a file. See the next
section on graphingfor creating files of graphs. Endphotostopsa photo session,
whilepausephotoand resumephotoare usedto pauseand continuephotosessions,

Quit Usedto exitDemos. Only availableon the Macintoshversion.
Save Saves the localvariablesinthe currentmodelintoa file.

Show Displayalithe attributesof a variable.

Update Allowsvariabledefinitionsto be overwrittenwhen files are being read. This mode is
turnedoff with the command Endupdate. The commar_:ls,Update and Endupdate,
are used at the beglnningand end of ali sourcecode files, lt lets the new models
redefinevariablesthat have alreadybeen loadedbypreviousfiles. If Update was not
used, an error would occur for every variable in the file, statingthe variables are
alreadydefined. Demoswouldthen asksfor a new name for each variable.

Verbosity Used to control the amount of feedback that Demosprints to the screen. The most
common verbosity settings are 1, 2, and 3. When verbosity equals 1 it, prints various
messages about the status of variables after files are read and when variables are
being evaluated. This can be very useful for tracking down errors in files, but it is
tedious for large models like the IECM. Another feature of verbosity equal to 1 is that
the numeric value of variables is always displayed. When verbosity equals 2 (the
default), Demos prompts for undeclared variables when variables are created in
Demos, and array dependencies are displayed instead of numeric values. Setting
verbosity to 3, cause the combined effects of 1 and 2. This was set to 2 in the
"loading" files to prevent Demos from printing the status of every variable in the IECM
to the screen. In general, it is recommended that verbosity be set to 2.

Why Display the variable definition, its inputs, and the values of the inputs. If verbosity
equals 1, the numeric values of the definitions will be displayed. If verbosity equals 2,
the array dependencies are displayed.

Example>Clock The following appears on the Unix version. Heapused should
Mon May 11 15 : 49 : 36 be less than maxheap.

cpu totalcpu walltime totalwalltime heapused maxheap
32. 8660 32. 8660 5 :49 :36 5 :49 :36 2. 0000M 8. 0000M

The following appears on the Macintosh version. Free Memory is
the amount of memory available and should be greater than 2OK.

Mort, May II, 1989 3:49 PM

Heap Used Max Heap Free Mem
1. 073M 1. 5296M 458.28K
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Example>_Ip , ---
'_

HELP:

'_

The help text is organized hierarchically with Topics, subtopics, etc,
corresponding to the Chapters, Sections and Subsections in t_ e Users'
Manual. After asking for Help on a Topic, it will print a list of its
subtopics. From these you can choose one, none, all or any _=_nlisted

topic. Words that are capitalized (e.g. Kind, Topic, Session) in this

text are Topics (or subtopics) with Help available for them.

Help prints this text on how to get help.
Help ? prints a list of the main Help Topics.
Help t prints help text for the Topic t or lists its subtopzcs.
Help Topics Describes the main Help Topics.
Help Intro prints some introductory information for new users.
List k lists all the existing Objects of the given Kind k.
MoreHelp continues printing Help text where it last left off.

Example>help ?
CONTENTS"

Help Topics and some subtopics:

Introduction Basics Prompts Objects Names
Numbers Sessions Special Chars Commands Save

Bye Variables Dependencies Attributes Files
Photo Functions Distributions Plotting CDF
Framing Arrays Indexes Sensitivity Versions
System_Variabls Syntax Statements Expressions Arithnietic

There is Help on (almost) every system-defined Object, Command, Kind,
Function, Attribute, SystemVar.

Example>phOtO The _es example.pho will have a record of th_ _mrial from th_
point on, except _r any graphs.

Please enter name [example.pho] : Returnkeyaccep_ de_ult_e name.

Example>Save Each % mark repmsenS ten lines of code.
Please enter name [example .rood]: Return key accepts de_ult value.

saving ...

Cpening example.mod

Since on_ one variable, Model Wetscresp, _ _J_en_y _ Mode,I
Examp_, Demos only writes a sho_ file s_ting that it conmms #_e
model WeS_esp. _gum 2.7shows _e contenS of _e
_e Example.mod.

Closing example.mod
done

Exm_ple>Showcoalinp_s Results ofusing_e Showcommandon a model
Model Coalinputs

Description: contains all the variables needed to be defined when the ~
coal is changed

Contains: [Decision Coals, Variable Coalchar tab, Variable Cc table,

Variable Raw_coal_cst, Variable Ctrans, Variable Clean_cost, -
Variable Minerbpcost ]

Author: js04
Needs: [Model Indices, Model Coal char]
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Figure 2.7: Co_ents of the File, Example.mod ....

{ From Demos User js04 , Demos Project EXAMPLE at Fri Apr 14 15:19:43}

{ System Variables with non-default values:}

Model Example
Description: Example on how to use the IECM
Contains: Model Wetscresp
Author: John Salmento

Date: Fri Apt 14 11:02:28
Savedate: Fri Apt 14 15:19:38

Close Example
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Example>showemlsconsso2 Results ofusing_e Showcommandon a vadableo --
Variable Emisconsso2
Units: ib/MBtu

Description: sulfur dioxide emission constraint; ~
describes the Rev. NSPS (1978) emission constraints

Definition: if potemso2 < 2 then 0.3 * potemso2 ~
else if potemso2 >= 2 AND potemso2 < 6 then 0.6 ~
else if potemso2 >=6 AND potemso2 < 12 then 0.1 * potemso2 ~
else 1.2

Check: 0 <= emisconsso2 and emisconsso2 <= 15

Now let's demonstrate the effect of verbosity. WeYluse
the Why command to see how a variable depends upon

Examp 1 e >'verbosity other variables.

Verbosity : = 2

Example>why cd
Cd : cost of as-fired coal (S/wet ton) = Table(Cost_yr)
Description: cost of delivered coal on a wet ton basis
Cd = Raw coal est + CTrans + Clean cost + MinerPBcost

Raw_coal_est: raw coal cost (S/wet ton) = Table(Cost_yr)
Ctrans : Transportation Cost (S/wet ton) = Table(Cost_yr)
Clean cost : Coal Cleaning Cost (S/wet ton) = 0
Minerpbcost : Miner Benefit Cost (S/wet ton) = 2

Example>verb:l With verbosity equal to 1 weget the results rather than the
general relationships.

Example>why cd
Cd : cost of as-fired coal (S/wet ton) =

Cost_yr 1989
[ 42.28]

Description: cost of delivered coal on a wet ton basis
Cd = Raw coal est + CTrans + Clean cost + MinerPBcost

Raw coal est: raw coal cost (S/wet ton) =

Cost_yr 1989
[ 38.01]

Ctrans : Transportation Cost (S/wet ton) =

Cost_yr 1989
[ 2.267]

Clean cost : Coal Cleaning Cost (S/wet ton) = 0

Minerpbcost : Miner Benefit Cost (S/wet ton) = 2

Example>ve_:2

2.6 Graphing and Probabilistic Analysis
Graphs and probabilisticanalysis are perhaps the most importantteatures of Demos. Using the

Andrewwindowingenvironmentor the Macintoshallows high resolutiongraphs tc be displayed on the
screen easily. The prbbabilisticfeaturesof Demos and the IECM are discussed more in Chapter 3.
There are six basiccommand to understand,which are describedbelow.

Graph Plotsthe deterministicvaluesof one variable againstanother.
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Ctl_global This is an IECM decision variable which t!,rns on or off the uncertainty functions in
the IECM. It's default value is 'alloff', which only allows the median value of ali
variables to be evaluated. Setting it to 'allon' turns on ali the uncertainties. This
variable is describe in more detail in Section 3.2.3.

Samplesize Number of points used to estimate the pdf and cdf's. Larger samplesizes produces
more accurate results, but requires longer computation time and uses more memory.
For development work, values around 50 are typically used.

Pdf Plots the probability distribution function of a variable. Also affected by the sample
size.

Cdf Plots the cumulative function of a Variable. The accuracy of this plot is directly related
to the variable, samplesize. _

Cdfnum This is a function that is defined in the IECM. lt prints a table which produces the
numeric values of a cdf at 0%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%,
90%, 95%, and 100%. This function produces a table for those variables which are
depended upon vectors.

Cdfperf This does the same thing as Cdfnum; however, it produces a table for those variables
which do not depend upon vectors.

The graph, cdf, and pdf commands produce their graphs in a separate window on the right side of th._
screen if the Andrew window manager is used. Figures 2-8, 2-10, and 2-12 show the picture of the
screen after each command shown in the example below. The Andrew window manager automatically
sizes the windows to take up any available space. The default number of graphs that are displayed on
the right side is two. Demos overwrites the oldest graph if more that two graphs are requested. In the
Unix version, do not choose Zap as a menu selection in a graph window. This will cause the Demos
program to crash.

On the Macintosh version, a separate window pops up, which overlaps the current window. These

windows can be moved to any place,on the screen, or can be resized to any rectangular shape. Figures
2-9, 2-11, and 2-13 show the Macin_c,s_,screen after each of the commands below. After each window

pops up, move it to a different part of the screen, so that they don't overlap. To close a graph window.
click the little box in the upper left hand corner of the window. To get back to the Demos window, click on
the Demos window and it will come to the foreground.

Let's do some simple parametric analysis to determine the affects
of the pl_,ntsize on pollution control costs. We've just changed
theplant size from a scalar to a scalar.

Example>mwg:[250 300 350 400 450 !500550 600]

The variable, elecpc shows the total revenue requirement in
mills/kWh for ali the pollution control equipment excluding the

effects of coal cleaning if ii is used. The text strings enclosedsingle quotes on the next line produce labels for the Yand X axis,
respectively. More details about graphs can be found in reference
[1].

Example>graph elecpc mwg 'Pollution Control Cost (Constant 19895)'-
cont..:J.nue:'Gross Electrical Output (MW)'

Each graph produces a separate window. For the following three
graphs, the full page screen pictures are shown on the following

. pages.
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PollutionControlCost(Constant1989$)
18

14

12
I I ! i I

200 300 400 500 600 700

GrossElectrical Output (MW)

Examp le>mwg :600

Example>ctl_globah'allon' Turns on the probability functions. Selected parameter
uncertainties have been assigned as part of the data inputs for
this example. Details are discussed later in this report.

Example>samplesize
Samplesize : = 45

Example>pdf elecpc ,_

Probabilitydec:sity
0.6

0.4

0.2

0 I , i

10 12 14 16 18 20

(mills/kWh)



Figure 2-9: Pictureof Screen after Graph Elecpc Mwg Command on the Macintosh
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Figure 2.11: PictureofScreen after Pdf Elecpc Command on the Macintosh
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Example>cdf elecp¢ .....

Cumulative probability
1.5 _

0.s ,

0
I I '

10 12 14 "J6 18 20

(millm,'kWh)

Example>cdfnum(elecpc) Since this is a probabilistic analysis, the exact values may not
cost_yr 1989 appear whenyou run the this tutorial
Cipct

0% [ 9. 324]
5% [ 10.51]
10% [ I0.65]
20% [ Ii. 56]
30% [ 12.39]

40% [ 12 • 66]
50% [ 13.21]
60% [ 13.47]
70% [ 13.77]

80% [ 14.51]
90% [ 14.74]

95% [ 16.37]
100% [ 26.4]

Example>cdfperf(wet_cap) Cdfperf or cdfnum do not have to follow a calfcommand.
Cdf_param Value
Cipct

O% [ 9. 105]
5% [ 9. 323]

10% [ 9. 404]
20% [ 9.5]
30% [ 9.58]
40% [ 9.64]
50% [ 9.71]
60% [ 9.76]

70% [ 9.82]

80%. [ 9.9]
90% [ I0.]
95% [ i0.08]

100% [ I0.31]

Example:>ctl..,global:'allofr This turns off ali the probabilistic functions.
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Figure 2-13: Pictureof Screen after Cdf Elecpc Commandon the Macintosh Version.
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2.7 Changing Coals and Coal Cleaning
To change coals,six variableshaveto be redefinc.:J:Raw_coal_cst,Ctrans,Coalchar_table,Cc_table,

coals, andcoalindex. These aredescribedbelow.

Raw_coal_cst Cost of rawcoal in current dollars per wet ton. The actual numeric value can be in
any year's dollars as long as the definition also multiplies it by cost_index and divides
it by the appropriate index for that year.

Ctrans Transportation cost in current dollars per wet ton. lt is also scaled by the cost index
relative to the year initially specified.

CoalChar_table The coal characteristics table, lt requires at least one row of values. The default
configuration is to have the first row represent a raw coal, and the other rows
represent various levels of coal cleaning. (The coal cleaning module is described in.
more detail in Chapter 4.) Each column represents different coal characteristic:
higher heating value (Btu/Ib), carbon fraction, hydrogen fraction, oxygen fraction,
sulfur fraction, nitrogen fraction, ash fraction, and moisture fraction.

Cc_table The coal cleaning plant performance table, lt contains information about the coal
cleaning level, mass yield of the plant excluding the thermal driers, thermal drier yield,
the fraction of cleaned coal dried, the amount of moisture evaporated, the moisture
content of the refuse coal, the fraction of coal that was cleaned with froth flotation,
and the retention time in the flotation cells, lt has to have "_s many rows as
CoalChar_table. The first row is for the raw coal, so ali the values are zero, except
for the mass yield of the plant and thermal drier.

Coals This variable choses the coal characteristics from the table Coalchar_table icr the
. current run. The values of the elements can not exceed the total number of rows in

coalindex. Usually this value is set to 1, (le., the raw coal).

Coalindex The index used in construction of the table Coalchar_table. lt has to be a vector from
[1] to the number of rows in Coalchar_table. For example, if Coalchar_table has five
rows, then coalindex would be defined as [1,2, 3, 4, 5].

There are severa! ways of changing these characteristics (see the the Demos Manual [1]). The easiest

way is to create a file with ali the changes in it and load it with the read command. The file, epri.coal in
the current directory can be used as an example. This file can be loaded at any time; the new output
results can be displayed by just retyping variable names.

Example>pausephoto If a file is read into Demos whilephoto is on the contents
of the til8 appears in the photo file, so it is better to pause photo.

Example>readepri.coal
##
The definitions of all Variables and Functions are OK

Examp ie>tesumep hoto

Example>ooalindex
Coalindex : = [ I]

Example>Show coalchar_table
Variable Coalchar tab

Title: Input Coal Characteristics
Description: Illinois No 6. from Epri "Technical Assessment Guide"

Definition: Table (Coalindex, Coalchar_index) (
i0100. .575 .0_7 .058 .04 .009 .16 -2

)
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Example>told raw_coal_est
Cost__yr 1989

[ 33.74]

Example>told ctrans

Cost__yr 1989
[ 3.748]

Example>C081$:2 An example of the error when Coals is set incorrectly.

Example>hhv Hhv is the _/ariablewhich extracts the higher heating value for
the coal ihh_senby Coals out of Coalchar_tab.

Hhv : Higher Heating Valine' (btu/ib)

? Warning : This fimt warning is telling you that coals is incorrectly defined.
Type a ret,.,_:in''or yes for the question below.

Decision Coals fails to sati'_fy Check: ((l<=Coals) AND (Coals< =
Max (Coalindex)) )

Would you like to stop,to try and fix the problem? [Yes]:
Decision Coals ;
Title: Coals chosen k

Description: Coal being used by model
Definition: 2

Check: 1 <= coals and coals <= max(c0al'index)

This error occurs since Demos is still trying to evaluate Hhv.
Argument number 1 of SysFunction Subscript must be a number or an array.

Error during evaluation of Hhv
Definition of Hhv is: if CCconfig = 'conventional' OR CCconfig = 'none' ~

then coalchar[Coalchar index = 'HHV' ] ~

else if CCconfig = 'hgms' then Hhv_hgms ~
else if CCconfig ='coal pyrite' then HHVclean ~
else -i

Since this problem is caused by coals being incorrectly defined,
type no to ali the questions that ask if you want to redefine
other variables. This error can be fixed by redefining Coals to 1.
On the Macintosh version the questions that Demos asks below
appear in little windows. Jusl click on the no button.

Do you want to (re)define it? [Yes]: no

? Warning :
Attribute unusable

Example>coals:1

An important point to remember is that the photo session will
turn off after this type of error, so it is important to check it.
The following warning indicates thatphoto has stopped. Since we

are about to read in another file, we are not going to restart photo.
Example>pausephoto
? Warning: Photo not on.

Changingcoals or coal cleaning modulecharacteristicsis similar as far as Demos is concemed. Both
steps requiredefining the same six variableslistedabove; however,coal cleaning also requiresworking
with the Fortran coal cleaning model and the Demos coal cleaning module. Because of some of the
limitationsof Demos, only the economicpart of the coal cleaning model is written in Demos. The

performancepart of the coal cleaning model is in Fortran and is described in more detail in Chapter4.
The economic module is in the file, "srcpetc/coalclean.petc." lt can be loaded at any time, as any other
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module, lt has its own input parameters and summary tables; however, ali the input parameters are
enteredfroma data filecreated by the Fortranmodel.

Runningthe coal cleaningmodule isthus a threestep operation. First, the Fortranmodel is run,which
createsa datafile with ali the inputparametersfor the economicmodulein Demos. Then the file created

bythe Fortranmodel is loadedinto Demos. Finally,the coal cleaningeconomymodule is loaded, Once
the module is loaded various levels of coal cleaningare selectedby settingthe vector Coals to a new
value. Ali the effects of cleaningthecoal are correctlypassed onto the rest ofth9 IECM.

Washed coal data filesfrom the Fortranmoduleidenticalto other coal characteristicfiles exceptthat
they contain another input table, cc_table. Cc_table contains the coal cleaning plant's performance
information,whichis needed by the Demos coalcleaningmoduleto calculatewashedcoal prices. There
isone rowinCc_tablefor every rowin coalchar_table. Each rowrepresentsa differentwashedcoal. For
the example, it is assumed that the Fortranmodelwas runto create the file iec.coal.The contentsof the

file are shown in Figure 2-14. The text in italicson the rightside of the page explainseach variableor
command. A more detailedexplanationof the variablesand theirdefinitionsis described in Chapter4.
The next steps are asfollows'

Example>read iec.coal
###
The definitions of all Variables and Functions are OK

Example>read srcpetc/coalclean.petc Loads the coal cleaning module.
###############################################
The definitions of all Variables and Functions are OK

Example>photo Let's restart photo. Type no to the first question and yes to the
second question.

example.pho: File already exists. Do you wish to replace it?
[Type Y or N]: nO

File already exists. Do you wish to append to it? [Type Y or N] : yes

Example>Coals:2 Thispicks the 2nd row of coal characteristics which corresponds to
a 10%sulfur reduction by washing.

Examp 1e >tabwidth:20

Example>mid coalsummary Coalsummary is a command which creates a table of the coal
characteristics being used. For example, since Coals equals 2 the
second row from Coalchar table is chosen. The difference
between Coalchar table a'nd Coaisummary is that Coalchar table
contains the information for ali the washed coals, while -
Coalsummary contains only the information chosen with Coals.

' Coalparamete Value
Coalchar ind

HHV [ I0.4K]

Carbon [ 57.84]
Hydrogen [ 3.83]

Oxygen [ 7.66]
Sulfur [ 3.98]

Nitrogen [ 1.14]

Ash [ 12.41]
Moisture [ 13.14]

r



Figur6 2-14: Contentsof iec.coalFileCreatedbythe FortranCoalCleaning Program:-

Updat e This is to allow the variables defined in this file to overwrite
the same variables currently loaded into Demos.

Model leccoal This defines the model name.

The line below is the cost of raw coal adjusted by the cost_index and the
moisture content.

Raw coal cst: 29.0000 * Cost Index / 325.3 * (1 - H2ofrac)/(1 - h2ofr)

coals : 1 This redefines coals to 1, to prevent potential errors from
occuring, since coals could have equaled a value greater than 13before
this file was read.

This indicates that there are 12 different washed coals to consider,
plus the unwashed coal.

CoalIndex: Sequence(l, 13)

Coalchar table: Table (Coalindex, Coalchar Index) ( Thesearethepropertiesofthe
10194. ?5695 . 0370 . 0719 . 0436 . 0112 . 14"38 • 123 rawcoaland 12 washedlevels.
10354. .5784 .0383 .0766 .0398 .011'4 .1241 .1314
10130. .5659 .0375 .0750 .0390 .0112 .1246 .1469

10293. .5750 .0388 .0798 .0352 .0113 .1045 .1553
10565. .5902 .0406 .0857 .0316 .0116 .0839 .1564
10385. .5802 0384 .0768 .0400 .0114 .1281 .1250
10539. .5888 .0397 .0817 .0361 0116 .1081 .1340

10838. .6055 .0416 .0879 .0324 0119 .0868 .1338
11181. .6247 .0438 .0947 .0287 0123 .0620 .1339
10352. .5783 .0383 .0766 .0398 0114 .1276 .1280
10614. .5929 .0400 .0823 .0363 0117 .1088 .1280

10914. .6097 .0419 .0885 .0327 0120 .0871 .1280
11267. .6294 .0441 .0954 .0289 0124 .0618 .1280

)

CC table: Table (Coalindex, CC Index) ( The 12washed coals
0-i.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.00o0 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 correspondtosevera/sulfur
2 0.9634 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1380 0.0000 0.000 reduction/eve/sforeachof
3 0.9699 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1880 0.0000 O.000 fourprep plant configurations.
3 0.9320 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1694 0.0000 0.000
3 0.8751 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1558 0.0000 0.000

4 0.9703 0.9822 0.4124 0.1007 0.2031 0.0000 0.000
4 0.9338 0.9826 0.4093 0.1014 0.1816 0.0000 0.000
4 0.8856 0.9826 0.4316 0.1014 0.1638 0.0000 0.000
4 0.6943 0.9828 0.4126 0.1045 0.1654 0.0000 0.000

5 0.9722 0.9931 1.0000 0.0379 0.2008 0.0608 2.000
5 0.9357 0.9912 1.0000 0.0495 0.1805 0.0608 2.000
5 0.8882 0.9912 1.0000 0.0512 0.1645 0.0608 1.500
5 0.6996 0.9917 1.0000 0.0500 0.1669 0.0608 1.071

)

Variable MIBC MIBC usage for froth flotation circuit.
Units: ib/ton

Definition: 0.15

Variable 0i12 #2 oil usage for froth flotation circuit.
Units: ib/ton
Definition: 0.15

Close ieccoal

endupdate
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Example>mid ccsummary Ccsummary is similar to Coalsummary, except that it contains the
' performance information of the coal cleaning plant for the coal

chosen. The difference between Cc table and Ccsummary is that
Cc_table contains the information fo-rall the washed coals, while
Ccsummary contains only the information chosen by Coals.

Ccpa ramet er Va lue
Cc indexm

Cleaning Plant Level [ 2]
Washer Mass Yield [ 0.963]

Thermal Drier Yield [ I]
Coal Frac. to Drier [ 0]

Moisture Evaporated [ 0]
Moisture in Refuse [ 0.138]

Coal Frac. to Flotat [ 0]
Time in Floto Cells [ 0]

Example>tabwidth:6

Now let's determine which coal cleaning levels produce the lowest
pollution control cost for a given % sulfur reduction. First, select
ali the coals from Coalchar table.

Example>coalindex The variable Coals can have more than one value. Coalindex
shows ali the valid values for the Coals.

Coalindex : =

[ I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, i0, II, 12, 13]

Example>coals:sequence(1,13) This choses every washed coal for
analysis, and changes Coals from a
scalar to a vector.

Example>round(sulfur_red), This variable shows the sulfur reduction on an energy basis
achieved by the coal cleaning plant for the washed coals.
The function round is used to make to output neater. '
There are duplicate levels of sulfur reductions because different
coal cleaning plant configurations were used to wash the coal.
The data are not formatted as in the tables above, though this
could easily be done with other Demos commands.

Coals I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
I0, II, 12, 13

[ 0, I0, i0, 20, 30, I0, 20, 30, 40,
i0, 20, 30, 40]

Example>mid clean_cost This shows the coal cleaning cost in dollars per wet ton for each
Cos t yr 198 9 coal selected.
Coals

1 [ 0]
2 [ 3.228]

3 [ 3.544]
4 [ 5. 049]
5 [ 7. 568]
6 [ 5. 025]

7 [ 6. 475]
8 [ 8. 652]
9 [ 19.98]

I0 r 4. 854]

ii [ 6. 492]
12 [ 8. 607]
13 [ 19.66]



Example>mid elecpcc Now let's see which value of Goalproduces the Iowestpollution
GontrolGost. Elecpccc is similiar to Elecpc, except that it includes the
effects of Goalcleaning. The only requirement is that the variable
Coals be a vector which includes 1. As can be seen, the raw coal
has the lowest Cost. Results for this case show thatpollution
Gontrolcost savings at the power plant are not sufficient to offset
the higher cost of cleaned coal, so that the unwashed coal
is most economical for this situation.

Cost_yr 1989
Coals

1 [ 16. I]
2 [ 17.]
3 [ 17.73]
4 [ 17.72]

5 [ 17.94]
6 [ 17.83]
7 [ 17.81]
8 [ 17.77]

9 [ 21.85]
I0 [ 17.82]
ii [ 17.63]
12 [ 17.57 ]
13 [ 21.45]

2.8 Redefining Variables
Redefining variables is fairly easy to do; it is similar to changing the value of input parameters. These

changes do not get saved to a file until the model is saved. Since Demos is non procedural, the new
definitions' values will be propagated through the IECM correctly. The example below shows how to
redefine variables using two different methods. The first method uses a command called "Whatif," which
does not change the definition of a variable. The second method shows how to redefine a variable, lt
also shows some common problems with summary tables when variables are redefined. Remember that

none of these methods will change the source files until the model is saved.

Example>coals'_

Example>Show xwet
Variable Xwet

Title: Wet FGD Energy Penalty
Units: fraction

Description: Energy penalty for steam and electricity usage
Definition: (fgd reheat*iK/hrsteam + fgdm * uffgdm)/Mwg

- uffgdm is an uncertainty variable, lt is
described in s_ction 3.2.3.

Example>xwet Displays the value of xwet
Xwet : Wet FGD Energy Penalty (fraction ) = 0.0411

Example>WSrb:1

Example>Whstif xwet._.02 This only changes xwet temporary (to see the effect of
reducing the energy use).

Examine the effect on which Variable? [Xwet]: final_cost
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Final cost : - ---

Cost_.yr = 1989
Costs TDC, TCC, O&M, UTIL, TRR, $/MWH, S/kW
Process

Base Plant [ 382.5, 573.8, 85.1, -8.05, 136.4, 39.58, 1095]
LIMB [ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

SCR [ 13.98, 39.49, 7.932, 1.291, 13.31, 3.862, 75.35]
Spray Drye [ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

Ebeam [ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
CuO [ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

NOXSO [ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

Cold Esp [ 16.51, 23.39, 0.075, 0.344, 2.837, 0.823, 44.63]
Fabric Fil [ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

Wet FGD [ 60.8, 111.8, 13.97, 6.416, 31.94, 9.271, 213.2]

Solid Wast [ 17.55, 28.74, 3.104, 0, 6.075, 1.763, 54.84]
Total [ 491.4, 777.2, 110.2, 0, 190.5, 55.3, 1483]

Xwet is OK

would be changed to
Cost = 1989

Costs TDC, TCC, O&M, UTIL, TRR,$/MWH, S/kW
Process

Base [382.5,573.8, 85.1,-4.76,139.7,39.58, 1069]
LIMB [ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

SCR [13.98,39.49,7.932,1.291,13.31,3.771,73.58]

Spray [ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
Ebeam [ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
CuO [ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

Noxso [ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
Cold [16.51,23.39,0.075,0.344,2.837,0.804,43.57]

Fabri [ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
Wet F [ 60.8,111.8,13.97,3.123,28.65,8.119,208.2]
Solid [17.55,28.74,3.104, 0,6.075,1.722,53.55]

Total [491.4,777.2,110.2, 0,190.5, 54., 1448]
Xwet is OK

Examp Ie>tabwidt h :20

Example>XWet:[O.03 0.07] /Vowlet's change xwet to a vector of constants
This is one way of performing traditional sensitivity analysis.

Example>mid trrwet Shows the total revenue requirement of the scrubber as
a function of the energy penalty.

Cost_yr 1989
Xwet

0.03 [ 30.21]

0.07 [ 36.46]



Weteconchar is a output table of economic characteristics tor
the wet FGD module, lt depends upon the vectors
wetecon_param and wet_econ_ind. Since we created a new
vector,xwet, Demos will print out a table for each value of xwet.

Example>mid weteconchar
Xwet = 0.03

Cost_yr = 1989
Wet econ_pa ra Va lue
Wet econ ind

Material Handling M$ [ 9.56]
Train Cost, M$ [ 51.23]

Direct Capital, MS [ 60.8]
Engineering Cost, MS [ 4. 256]

Architect Cost, MS [ 1.216]
Construction Cost MS [ 9.73]

Contractors Fees, MS [ 3.04]
Contingencies, MS [ 7.903]

Total Plant Cost, MS [ 86.94]
Interest, M$ (curr) [ 8.22]
Total Plant Inv, MS [ 95.16]

Startup Cost, MS [ 13.37]
Royalties, MS [ 0]

Working Capital, MS [ 3.222]
Total Capital, MS [ iii.8]

Indirect Cost Factor [ 0.838]

Total Capital, S/kW [ 210.6]
Reagent Cost, M$/yr [ 3.738]

Fixed Operate, M$/yr [ 10.24]
Total O&M Cost M$/yr [ 13.97]
Revenue wo Uti M$/yr [ 25.53]

Utilities, M$/yr [ 4.684]
Total Revenue, M$/yr [ 30.21]
Total Rev, mills/kWh [ 8. 659]

Xwet = 0.07

Cost_yr = 1989
Wet e con__pa ra Va lue
Wet econ ind

Material Handling MS [ 9.56]
Train Cost, MS [ 51.23]

Direct Capital, MS [ 60.8]
Engineering Cost, MS [ 4.256]

Architect Cost, MS [ 1.216]
Construction Cost MS [ 9.73]

Contractors Fees, MS [ 3.04]
Contingencies, M$ [ 7. 903]

Total Plant Cost, MS [ 86.94]
Interest, M$ (curr) [ 8.22]

Total Plant Inv, MS [ 95.16]

Startup Cost, MS [ 13.37]
Royalties, MS [ 0]

Working Capital, M$ [ 3.222]

Total Capital, MS [ iii.8]
Indirect Cost Factor [ 0.838]

Total Capital, S/kW [ 220.5]
Reagent Cost, M$/yr [ 3.738]

Fixed Operate, M$/yr [ 10.24]

Total O&M.Cost M$/yr [ 13.97]
Revenue wo Uti M$/yr [ 25.53]

Utilities, M$/yr [ i0.93]

Total Revenue, M$/yr [ 36.46]
Total Rev, mills/kWh [ i0.94]
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Example>weteconchar lt is possible toget Demos to print out the values of )(wet beside
each other. We'll use the Reform command to rearrange the order
the Demosprints out the arrays. F7rst,_let's find out what arrays
weteconchar depends upon by typing its name.

Weteconchar : (M $) =

Table(Xwet, Cost_yr, Wet_econ_ind, Wetecon__para)

The Reform command needs the names of the variables after the
word, table, in the line above. The Reform command is illustrated
below, notice that the variables enclosed in parenthesis are
rearranged. The Reform command tells Demos the order in which
to print out the arrays of tables. The last item in the list is
corresponds to the column labels, while the second to the last
column corresponds to the row labels.

Example >reform(weteconchar,[cost_yr,wetecon_param,wet_econ_ind,xwet])
Cost_yr = 1988

Coals = 2

Xwet 0.03, 0.07
Wet econ indm

Material Handling MS [ 9. 0975, 9. 0975]
Train Cost, MS [ 49.582, 49.582]

Direct Capital, MS [ 58.68, 58.68]
Engineering Cost, MS [ 4.1076, 4.1076]

Architect Cost, MS [ 1.1736, 1.1736]

Construction Cost MS [ 9.3888, 9.3888]
Contractors Fees, MS [ 2. 934, 2.934]

Contingencies, MS [ 7.6284, 7.6284]

Total Plant Cost, MS [ 83.912, 83. 912]
Interest, MS (curr) [ 7.9344, 7. 9344]
Total Plant Inv, MS [ 91.847, 91.847]

Startup Cost, MS [ 12.91, 12.91]
Royalties, MS [ 0, 0]

Working Capital, M$ [ 3.11, 3.11]
Total Capital, MS [ 107.87, 107.87]

Indirect Cost Factor [ 0.8382, 0.8382]
Total Capital, S/kW [ 203.25, 212.87]
Reagent Cost, M$/yr [ 3.5559, 3. 5559]

Fixed Operate, M$/yr [ 9.738, 9.738]

Total O&M Cost M$/yr [ 13.294, 13.294]
Revenue wo Uti M$/yr [ 24.446, 24. 446]

Utilities, M$/yr [ 4.5408, 10.595]

Total Revenue, M$/yr [ 28.986, 35.041]
Total Rev, mills/kWh [ 8.3075, 10.518]

Now let's change Xwet back to the original definition.
Example>xwet:(fgd_reheat*lK/hrsteam + fgdm * uffgdm)/Mwg

Example>endphoto Stopping photo now.

2.9 Exiting and Saving the Model

This sectionshows how to save and exit Demos. The commands are save and bye. Save save the
whole modelinto a file. Bye, first ask if you want to save this model, and then exits. These are shown
below.
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Example>bye " "
Incorporate the changes that you have made

' in this session into the current Model? [yes] :nO

Would you like to save the changes that you have made
in a version file ? [Yes]: no

Model Example not saved.
Goodbye js04
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